
GUN SAFETY

Gun safety rules and practice recommendations are intended to avoid accidental discharge or negligent discharge, or
the consequences of firearm malfunctions.

A non-target may pass in front of the target and be hit with a bullet aimed at the target. Pull the trigger and the
gun goes boom. Keep fingers off the trigger[ edit ] Finger off the trigger and outside the trigger guard Also
known as trigger discipline, this rule is intended to prevent an undesired discharge. DO NOT EVER point a
gun at something you don't want to destroy, but if you mistakenly do, and your finger is off the trigger, you're
less likely to shoot that thing. Subscribe for the latest news, reviews, and gun deals! Regardless of whether
guns are owned legally or not, gun suicide victims have outnumbered gun homicide victims in most years
since  First, be sure that your firearm is empty by removing the magazine and inspecting the chamber. Always
wear shooting glasses and ear protection when using or being around firearms. In real life, people are hurt or
die if they're shot. Treat all guns as if they are loaded. This rule applies always, whenever we are handling a
firearm â€” be it for hunting, sport or leisure shooting, service or defensive purposes. Faulty handling of the
firearm. How to store firearms is one of the more controversial subjects surround firearm safety. No
distinction should be made between a loaded and "unloaded". I'd even argue that many seasoned gun owners
can become more careless than newbies about ensuring their guns are cleared after use. This is not a political
argument. Do not remove them from the case until you are in your shooting bay. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Keep your
finger off the trigger. If you are moving around with your finger on the trigger and stumble or fall, you could
inadvertently pull the trigger. Just because you draw your firearm for self-defense, does not necessarily mean
you want to shoot. Only parents or responsible adults should know how to unlock the storage boxes. Only
parents and responsible adults should know how to unlock the storage boxes. It is important to become
thoroughly familiar with your gun. In most areas it's illegal to possess a firearm while under the influence of
alcohol or drugs. This is a rule at most ranges and if it's not, it should be. If you see a gun somewhere: Stop
what you're doing. Even with your gun's fire controls in the "safe" position, malfunctions can still take place.
For instance, a handler may think the safety is on when it is not. Top Things to Know Guns are dangerous.
Advertisement If you can leave a gun alone, leave it alone, but the above scenario and ones like it are all too
common. When you bring guns to the range , be sure to always have them in a range bag or case. Also, be sure
that no ammunition is present in the cleaning area. More Gun Safety Rules You Should Follow While the
above rules should keep you safe the vast majority of the time, there's some other rules I follow that can keep
everyone even more safe. Until you are actually ready to fire, do not touch the trigger. A University of
California, Riverside laureate in history, Cooper was a part-time high school and community college history
teacher from the late s through the early s. Store guns so they are not accessible to unauthorized persons. The
trigger is for firing and the handle is for handling. Treat them as if they're always loaded and treat them with
the proper respect and gravity they deserve. The point of this article is to stop those holes from being created
unintentionally. Based on what he lived in person on the battlefield, starting in the s Jeff Cooper started to
develop modern techniques of combat handgun shooting; in he founded the American Pistol Institute API â€”
which became the Gunsite Training Center in and the Gunsite Academy in  Prior lists of gun safety rules
included as few as three basic safety rules or as many as ten rules including gun safety and sporting etiquette
rules. Sudden loud noises or movements can result in an accidental discharge because there is a natural
tendency to tighten the muscles when startled. A weapon is safe when you can visually inspect that the
chamber is empty.


